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tics we mean the expected behavior of an applicationwhen a component fails [10]).A single failure semantics for all components maybe satisfactory in some cases. In many systems, how-ever, performance may be improved by having di�er-ent failure semantics for di�erent components. Forexample, providing a few low-level but highly depend-able servers may save resources. In such a system,the failure semantics of these servers allow fewer fail-ures that are not masked than the failure semanticsof the clients. As Christian's has argued, the use ofdi�erent failure semantics for di�erent components ofa system may allow optimization of both performanceand dependability [10].Unfortunately, constructing each component withan optimal set of protocols further complicates thecode of distributed applications. Moreover, the fail-ure semantics may change if the system requirementschange, or if the program is ported to a new platform.To address these problems, we have developed the De-pendability Installation Language, DIL, which allowsdependability protocols to be developed independentlyof the applications with which they may be used, i.e.,DIL allows speci�cation of dependability protocols totransparently enforce a failure semantics.Protocol speci�cations in DIL are implemented bysystems architecture facilities which allows communi-cations between application components to be inter-cepted; protocols are speci�ed in terms of the com-munication interface of components. Thus the spec-i�cation of fault-tolerance is orthogonal to that of acomponent's functionality.Protocols may be installed on individual compo-nents, supporting the customization of failure seman-tics. The result is a software development environmentwhere programmers may develop applications with-out the additional complexity of intermixing code for



fault-tolerance. Furthermore, system engineers mayindependently construct a generic library of protocolsfor use with a particular platform which may be com-bined with applications dynamically.Protocol installation in DIL is not limited to a sin-gle protocol for each component. Multiple protocolsmay be speci�ed for a single application to support acomplex failure semantics. A collection of DIL proto-cols may be designed where each protocol prevents ormasks a particular type of fault. The protocols maythen be used together to protect against a speci�c setof faults. Moreover, because protocols may be reusedin di�erent combinations with di�erent applications,it is unnecessary to provide a new implementation foruse in every possible combination.The next section discusses the model of computa-tion used in DIL. Section 3 describes the key conceptsand abstractions of DIL_In Section 4 provides a setof examples to illustrate the the variety of protocolswhich can be described in DIL. As transparency is oneof the most important contributions ofDIL, we discusshow transparency is achieved in Section 5. Section 6discusses the run-time support necessary for support-ing our protocols. The �nal section provides a detailedcomparison of our approach with other systems.2 Model of Distributed ComputingWe develop our approach using the Actor model[1, 2]. The model provides an abstract representa-tion of distributed systems. An actor is an encap-sulated object that communicates with other actorsusing asynchronous point-to-point message passing.Speci�cally, an actor language provides three primi-tive operators:send is used to communicate to a given actor. Asend speci�es a destination actor, a method (i.e. pro-cedure) to be invoked at the destination, and somevalues (a message). The message will be bu�ered in amail queue at the destination until the actor is readyto process it. Each actor has a unique mail addresswhich is used to specify a target for communication.Mail addresses may also be communicated in a mes-sage, allowing for a dynamic communication topology.new is used to dynamically create actors. The newoperator takes an actor behavior (i.e. class name) as aparameter, creates a new actor with the behavior andreturns its mail address.become The become operator marks the end ofstate modi�cations in the execution of a method. Once

a become has executed in a method, the actor mayprocess the next message in its queue.It is important to note that the concepts describedin this paper are not tied to any speci�c programminglanguage. Our model assumes only that the three ac-tor operators are in some way incorporated in a givenlanguage; speci�cally, we require that new actors maybe created dynamically and that the communicationtopology of a system is recon�gurable.In fact the actor operators may be used to extendalmost any standard sequential language to providecoordination and communication in a distributed en-vironment; local computations may still be expressedin terms of the sequential language. However, notethe way in which the sequential and actor constructsare integrated determines the amount of concurrencyavailable in the system.An actor language may be used as a high level dis-tributed shell to provide interoperability between het-erogeneous components. In particular, complex inter-connect abstractions can be de�ned in this languageand used to \wrap" existing sequential programs. Forexample, each method in an actor may invoke a sub-routine, or set of routines, written in a sequential lan-guage, and dispatch messages based on the values re-turned. The Carnot project at MCC [18] uses theactor language Rosette in this manner.In this paper, we integrate the actor operators intoan existing language. Broadway, the run-time plat-form we use to implement the ideas presented in thispaper, supports C++ calls for both send and new;the become operator is implicit at the end of eachmethod. Using Broadway, developers of distributedprograms may use a well known language | C++ |to develop distributed programs.3 DILIn this section we describe the abstractions thatare unique to DIL; constructs such as timers or fail-ure detectors, which are also common to other lan-guages [14], are explained when they are used in theexamples. Protocols in DIL consist of a name decla-ration, a parameter list, an initialization speci�cation,and a set of role de�nitions. In a protocol de�nition, aprotocol is declared with a name followed by the otherinformation describing the protocol. For example, wedeclare of our primary-backup protocol as:
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Figure 1: Description of an application-independentprimary-backup protocol. At (1), the protocol en-sures that each message sent by A to B is also routedto C. At (2), the protocol reports to the backup Cthat the message has been received by B. To avoidthe backup transmitting messages after crash recov-ery which were previously sent by the primary, mes-sages sent by B are also forwarded to C (3). Theprotocol periodically updates the state of the backupC, allowing it to ush its store of messages (4).protocol primary-backup fProtocol AttributesParameter DeclarationsInitializationRole De�nitionsgThe protocol attributes de�ne how the protocol isinstalled and how the participants in the protocol in-teract. Parameters are variables which may be readby all participants in the protocol but may only be setduring protocol initialization. Role de�nitions de�nehow participants in the protocol behave. The di�erentparts of a protocol declaration are explained in greaterdetail below.3.1 RolesDIL protocols are described in terms of the behav-ior of the di�erent types of participants in the proto-col. For a single protocol, each participant is of one ofthese types termed roles. The role of an actor deter-mines how the protocol modi�es its behavior to ensurethe desired failure semantics.The actors upon which a protocol is installed hasthe role of server. Protocol installation on an actor

ensures that the actor has the failure semantics thatare enforced by the protocol. Actors which are not inthe server role are either in an auxiliary role or in therole of client. An auxiliary role is a role de�ned by theprogrammer. For example, the role of backup in theprotocol shown in Figure 1 is an auxiliary role. Theclient role is the default role: all actors which are nototherwise de�ned in the protocol, yet which interactwith the server, are in the role of client.Note that roles are with respect to a particular pro-tocol. A single actor may be in a di�erent role for eachprotocol in which it participates. When two di�erentprotocols have been installed on two actors, each actorperforms the role of server in its own protocol and therole of client in the other's.For example, consider a simple example of theprimary-backup system shown in Figure 1. This pro-tocol is de�ned in terms of three roles: server, client,and backup. The actor A is in the role of client, theactor B is in the role of the server and the actor C isin the role of the backup. The protocol details a mod-i�cation to the actor's behavior for the three roles.The speci�cation of a role's behavior is referred toas a role de�nition. In DIL, a role de�nition consistsof the name of the role in question, a declaration ofstate, and a set of methods to manipulate the state.The name of the role may be speci�ed by a variableof one of two types: address or group. An address isa reference to an actor (which may be used to specifythe destination of a message). A group is a list ofaddresses which may also serve as the destination fora message. If the role name is a group, the protocolbehavior is applied to all members of the group.There are two reserved method names which maybe used with a role de�nition: in and out. These twomethods specify the actions taken when a message issent or received by the actor in the speci�ed role. Mes-sages destined for such an actor must �rst be processedby the in method. Since the di�erence between a mul-ticast and a unicast message is the type of the destina-tion | address versus group | multicast operationsare treated identically to standard message sends. Inthis manner, the implementation of the multicast op-eration may be customized. A message sent by anactor in a role triggers the out method. The in andout methods comprise the heart of protocols based oncommunication.Consider the role of client in the primary backupprotocol. An actor which interacts with the server,but is not in the role of backup, is cast in this role:



role client fState for the client role.method init() fInitialization of the state.gmethod out(msg m) fMulticast the message to the backup and server.ggIn this role de�nition, there are two methods, init andout. The init method is invoked when a new actorassumes the role of client. The out method is invokedby the run-time system whenever the actor in the roleof client sends a message. The out method multicaststhe original message to the server and the backup.3.2 Protocol InstallationSince protocol names are �rst-class entities in DIL,protocol installation is quite simple. The install com-mand installs a protocol on a particular actor. Forexample, to install the primary-backup protocol on anactor B (as shown in Figure 1), a programmer mayuse the command:install(B, primary-backup, <init parameters>);In this manner, B may assume the role of server in theprimary-backup protocol. An actor interacting withB (such as A) may assume the role of client in theprotocol. The install command may take a numberof optional arguments to support initialization of theprotocol.Protocols may be installed either symmetrically orasymmetrically. For protocol installed symmetricallyon a group of actors, each member of the group viewsthe other members as also being in the server rolein the protocol. For example, in a global checkpointalgorithm installed on the group of actors to be check-pointed, each group member expects the others to ex-hibit the server behavior of performing the checkpoint-ing algorithm.Conversely, a protocol may be installed asymmetri-cally on a single actor. With asymmetric installation,an actor in the role of server never views another actoras in the role of server, even if they have the same pro-tocol installed on them. Instead all other actors mustbe in an auxiliary role or in the role of client. In Fig-ure 1, the primary-backup protocol has been installedasymmetrically on actor B. B views A as in the clientrole even ifA also has the asymmetric primary-backupprotocol installed on it.

How a protocol is installed is speci�ed by the Instal-lation attribute in the protocol de�nition. For exam-ple, in the primary-backup, which is installed asym-metrically, the programmer may declare:Installation asymmetric;3.3 Isolated InteractionSome protocols are better expressed with eachclient-server interaction being isolated from all oth-ers. Thus, a protocol may be de�ned to use isolatedinteractions where a new instance of the role de�nitionis created for each client with which the server inter-acts. For example, a reliable-messaging protocol maybe constructed as a multiple instance protocol wherea separate server state controls message delivery in-formation between the server and each client.Isolated interactions are speci�ed as a protocol at-tribute. Speci�cally, for a protocol which uses isolatedinteractions, attribute is stated as:Isolated-Interaction;3.4 ParametersTomake protocols described inDILmore general, itis desirable to be able to specialize a protocol throughparameterization. In the primary-backup example, pa-rameters to the protocol may be the address of thebackup object and the time between state updates.Parameters may be of any type. A role de�nition maybe speci�ed for all parameters of type address or group.Parameters may only be set in the initialization ofthe protocol. The initialization has a list of parame-ters which are used to initialize the protocol parame-ters. The arguments to the initialization are speci�edwhen the protocol is installed on an actor.Consider the parameter declaration and initializa-tion for the primary backup protocol.int timeout;actor backup;initialize(int time) ftimeout = time;backup = server.clone();gOnly in the initialize routine may the parameters beset. Furthermore, since the parameter backup is oftype actor, it serves as a role in the protocol and mayhave a role de�nition.



3.5 Special Protocol ParametersIn addition to user-de�ned parameters, there arethree special parameters: server, client and local-client.The values of these parameters are maintained by thesystem: they are never set by the user. Furthermore,unlike other parameters, their values may change incontext or over time. All three of these parametersare of type group or address. Thus, each of thesethree parameters are also a role and may have a rolede�nition.In each protocol, server refers to the object(s) onwhich the protocol has been installed. The kindof protocol a�ects the semantics and type of server.In symmetric-installation protocols, server is of typegroup and speci�es the set of objects upon whichthe protocol has been installed. For asymmetric-installation protocols, server is an address which refersto the one object upon which the protocol is installed.The other two special parameters | client andlocal-client | specify default roles for the protocol.In fact, in a system with a dynamic communicationtopology, all actors that may be involved in commu-nication with a particular server cannot be calculatedstatically. An actor not bound to another role whichinteracts with a server and which resides on the samenode as a server is in the role of local-client. The clientrole refers to all actors not otherwise speci�ed. Al-though many actors may be in one of these two roles,each of these parameters is of type actor: reference toclient always speci�es the actor with which the serveris currently interacting.In the primary-backup example shown in Figure 1,A is in the role of client or local-client, depending onits physical location. If another actor initiated com-munication with B it may assume the role of client.Each client, however, may be an instance of the clientrole description with its own state. B is bound toserver. C is not represented by any of the specialprotocol parameters, instead being represented by theuser-de�ned parameter backup.3.6 Requirements and Null ProtocolsA powerful tool used in specifying protocols is re-quirements. A requirement is a statement by one pro-tocol which stipulates the use of a protocol by an ac-tor in an particular role. Programmers must oftenmake assumptions about the failure semantics of othercomponents when designing protocols. These assump-tions are expressed as requirements. For example, the

primary-backup protocol may have the requirement:require server is FIFOchannels;This statement may require the server to be also usinga protocol that preserves message ordering, possiblyforcing the installation of this protocol if unsupportedby the hardware. If the underlying hardware supportsFIFO ordering, then the FIFOchannels protocol shouldbe de�ned using the null-protocol construct.The null-protocol construct de�nes a protocol with-out a body, i.e. a protocol that does nothing. Suchprotocols are used to denote those failure semanticsimplicitly provided by the underlying hardware. Forexample, to declare that the network itself guaranteesFIFO ordering on messages, the FIFOchannels protocolmay be declared:null-protocol FIFOchannels;4 ExamplesIn this section, we provide several examples of pro-tocols constructed using DIL. We have chosen threeprotocols from the literature which are prototypical ofthe types of protocols which may be speci�ed in DIL.Through these three examples, we illustrate how DILmay be used to describe a large class of protocols.4.1 FIFO ChannelsWe start with a simple example to illustrate theconcepts of DIL. Speci�cally, we present a protocolwhich enforces FIFO ordering of messages delivered toa server. Note that this protocol is similar in structureto checksum protocols, encryption protocols, etc. inthat these types of protocols augment the message (inthis case with a tag) before transmission.The DIL code for our FIFO protocol is shown inFigure 2. In the FIFO protocol, each message istagged with a unique identi�er. Upon receipt of amessage, if the tag is not the next in sequence, themessage is delayed until all previous messages havebeen received.We implement the FIFO protocol using isolated in-teractions: for each new client communicating withthe server, a state for the server is instantiated. Thereare role de�nitions for the local-client, client, andserver. Furthermore, the local-client role de�nition isempty. This ensures that no operations are performedon actors on the same node as the server: all messagesbetween two local actors are guaranteed to be FIFO



protocol FIFO channel fInstallation asymmetric;Isolated-Interaction;role local-client f grole client fint tag;method init() ftag = 0;gmethod out(msg m) fserver.tagged in(tag, m);tag = tag + 1;g grole server fMsgBag delays;int intag;method init() fintag = 0;gmethod tagged in(int t,msg m) fmsg next;if (t == intag) fnext = m;while (next) fdeliver next;intag = intag + 1;next = delays.get(intag);gg else delays.put(t,m);g g Figure 2: A FIFO-channel protocol.by the run-time system for which this protocol was de-signed. If the local-client role de�nition was omitted,however, then the client role would apply to all clients,regardless of physical location.4.2 The Primary Backup ProtocolIn this section, we describe the DIL code for aprimary-backup algorithm. This protocol is based onthe Auragen Systems protocol described in [7], andwe will, therefore, refer to this protocol as the Aura-gen protocol. The sole di�erence between the proto-col we describe and the Auragen protocol is that thedescribed protocol backs up one actor and does notassume that clients also have a backup: the Auragenprotocol assumes all components in the system willhave a backup. The Auragen protocol is constructedbased on the assumption that the hardware imposes aatomic ordering on multicasts and is di�erent from theexample in Section 2. The di�erence due to architec-ture is an excellent example of why di�erent protocolsmay be needed with di�erent hardware. In describ-ing this protocol in DIL, we used the original authors'

protocol primary-backup fInstallation asymmetric;actor backup;int timeout;require server is TotalOrderMulticast;require client is TotalOrderMulticast;initialize(int t)Initialize timout and create backup as clone of server.role client fmethod out(msg m)Multicast message to both server and backup.grole server fTimer time;int incount;method init()Initialize time and incount.method in(msg m,Tag tag)Increment incount and deliver message m.method out(msg m)Multicast message to destination and backupmethod update()Send state-update to backup.Reset time and incount.grole backup fMsgQueue received;int outcount;method init()Initialize variables.method in(msg m)If message was sent by server, increment outcountElse, record the message in the received queue.method update(int incount, State s)Reset the backup's state and discard theincount oldest messages. Set outcount to 0.method failure@server()Become the new server. Discard the �rstoutcount messages sent by the backup.ggFigure 3: The Auragen primary-backup protocol.assumptions.In the Auragen protocol, each message destinedfor the server is multicast to both the server and thebackup. The server processes these messages but thebackup simply logs their arrival. When the serversends a message, it is multicast to both the destina-tion and its backup. The backup logs the transmissionof the message. The server periodically sends a stateupdate to the backup and the number of messages pro-cessed since the last state update. The backup thenupdates its state and discards the appropriate loggedmessages.



We de�ne the Auragen protocol to be installedasymmetrically: unlike with symmetric installationprotocols, two servers which have primary-backup in-stalled on them will view each other in the role ofclient. The DIL code for the protocol is shown in Fig-ure 3. To keep the example to a reasonable size, themethods descriptions have been replaced with pseudo-code.Our primary-backup protocol is described in termsof two parameters, two requirements, and three rolede�nitions. The backup parameter is initialized as theaddress of a clone of the server actor. The other pa-rameter, timeout, is the amount of time between stateupdates of the backup by the server. The assumptionsmade for this protocol (i.e. that all multicasts are to-tally ordered) are expressed in terms of the two re-quirements. In the case of the Auragen hardware, To-talOrderMulticast would be de�ned as a null-protocol:the protocol is supplied by the underlying hardware.The three role de�nitions detail the behavior of theprotocol at the clients, the server, and the backup. Be-cause no de�nition was given for the local-client role,the client role will be applied to all actors which arenot the server or the backup, regardless of physical lo-cation. Whenever an actor attempts to communicatewith an actor upon which this protocol has been in-stalled (i.e. a server), the client role de�nition will beapplied to it.The method failure@server is de�ned to be in-voked upon failure of the server. Any actor maybe watched for failure in DIL by naming a methodfailure@<address>. In this case, the backup watchesfor a failure at the server.4.3 Distributed CheckpointThe DIL speci�cation of our distributed checkpointalgorithm is based on the one presented in [9]. Whenthe protocol runs, it results in a distributed snapshotof the system being saved to stable storage. The sys-tem may later be restored from one of these check-points if a failure occurs. The DIL code for this ex-ample is shown in Figure 4.We use this example to illustrate the e�ectivenessof symmetric installation protocols. As mentioned inSection 2, the parameter server is of type group. Thus,each actor upon which the protocol is installed be-comes a member of this group. All actors using theDistributedCheckPoint algorithm will be a member ofthe server group. Furthermore, the use of the requirestatement ensures that any actor which communicateswith an actor in the group joins the group itself: a re-quire statement enforces the immediate installation of

protocol DistributedCheckPoint fInstallation asymmetric;actor starter;actor manager;require client is DistributedCheckPoint;require server is FIFOChannels;initialize(group root, int period) fstarter = new Start(root,period);manager = new NeighborManager(root);grole server fgroup neighbors;Tally received;actor store�le;boolean checkpointing;QueueList channels;method init()Contact manager to setup neighbors. Open store�le.method start cp(actor from) fif (!checkpointing) fcheckpointing = true;store�le.write(self.getstate());neighbors.start cp(self);greceived.mark(from);store�le.write(channels.at(from));if (received.full()) fcheckpointing = false;Reset all variablesg gmethod in(msg m) fif (checkpointing && (!received.marked(m.src())))(channels.lookup(m.src())).put(m);deliver m;g g gFigure 4: A distributed checkpoint protocol.the checkpoint algorithm on all clients. The other re-quire statement enforces the use of the FIFOChannelsprotocol by all members in the group.5 TransparencyAs shown above, each DIL protocol is described interms of operations on generic messages. Thus, eachDIL protocol is a description of how the communica-tion behavior of a group of actors must be modi�edto enforce the desired failure semantics. Since theseoperations are completely independent of any appli-cation upon which the protocol may be installed, DILprotocols may be used transparently with any group ofactors. Thus, our implementation is designed to sup-port per-actor transparency. Speci�cally, our systemsupport must allow:



� Dynamic installation of a communication behav-ior implementing a protocol. Dynamic installa-tion allows new clients to adapt new protocolsas they interact with new servers. Furthermore,additional protocols may be imposed on serverswhile the system is running.� Composition of these modi�cations. Compositionis necessary to allowmultiple protocols to be usedwith a single actor. The (impractical) alternativeis to have a single modi�cation for each possiblecombination of protocols.We employ reection [16] as the enabling technol-ogy to support dynamic modi�cation of an actor'scommunication behavior. Reection means that anapplication can access and manipulate a descriptionof its own behavior and execution environment. In asense, the modi�cation of this description reects ontothe described actor. These descriptions are themselvesactors which may interact with other actors by send-ing and receiving messages. For a single actor, theactors representing such a description comprise themeta-level of that actor; the actors being describedare termed the base-level actors. Since the meta-levelactors are actors and are accessible in the running sys-tem, reective modi�cations may be made dynami-cally.The most general form of reection requires thatmeta-level actors be interpreters supporting any pos-sible change to their base-level actors. Such an ap-proach is ine�cient and unsafe. For our purposes, weuse a limited reective model in which only the com-munication behavior of application components maybe customized. This model may be implemented ef-�ciently and safely since it consists only of compiledactors which are bound at run-time to a single actor bya pointer. Our meta-level architecture maud1 allowsthe customization of the transmission and receptionbehavior of a component in this manner [3, 4].Speci�cally, the behavior is modi�ed in terms of acommunicationmeta-level actor which provides a rep-resentation of both the dispatch and reception behav-iors of an actor. This actor, called a communicator,encapsulates a state, has a set of methods, and maysend and receive messages as with any actor in thesystem.The communicator's transmit method de�nes thetransmission behavior of the base actor. All messagessent by the base-level actor are rerouted to the com-municator as the argument to a transmit method. By1maud stands for Meta-level Architecture for UltraDependability

installing a communicator on an actor, the base-levelactor's dispatch behavior may be modi�ed.The reception behavior of an actor may also bemodi�ed. Each communicator also serves as the mailqueue for its base-level actor. Thus the meta-actor,rather than the system default, serves as the mailbu�er holding messages received by the component.The customized mail queue is then accessed by thethe run-time system using the get method to retrievethe next message and the put method to deliver a newmessage. The use of the customized mail queue in ourimplementation is hidden from the base-actor by therun-time system: an actor sees no di�erence betweenthe system-default mail queue and one provided by acommunicator.Given the ability to modify an actor's communica-tion behavior through reection, we also gain dynamicinstallation and composition of protocols. Since webind a communicator to a base-actor through the useof a pointer, this pointer may be modi�ed dynamicallyto change the meta-level actor in use.Composition of dependability protocols is achievedby transparently manipulating the meta-level of themeta-level. Since communicators are themselves ac-tors in their own right, their communication behaviormay also be modi�ed. Consider an actor C with com-municator B. B, in turn, has the communicator A.The communicatorA modi�es the communication be-havior of B. In this manner, the protocol representedby A is performed �rst and the protocol representedby B, second. To compose two protocols, we installthe second protocol on B and, thus, C is a�ected byboth protocols.6 ImplementationWe are currently developing a DIL compiler andincorporating the necessary run-time support into theBroadway platform. Broadway supports actors writ-ten in C++, providing actor scheduling, creation,communication, I/O, and migration. Broadway alsoimplements the reective architecture maud [17] tosupport customization of an actor's communicationbehavior as described in Section 5.We use maud to provide the underlying implemen-tation machinery for our protocol. The DIL compilertranslates DIL protocols into a set of actors. For eachrole de�nition in the protocol, a specialized commu-nicator class is created. This class implements thebehavior described for the role. For each protocol, aprotocol manager class is created which has methods



for the customization of a new actor with the appropri-ate meta-actor. These methods handle the installationof the protocol at a new server, the �rst interactionswith a new client, and the initialization of the proto-col including the initialization of protocol parameters.Work on the compiler is currently in progress.There is minimal expense involved in using maudto customize objects. As mentioned in Section 5, acommunicator is bound to an object via a pointer.The system then knows to route all of the object'soutgoing messages to the communicator and to �rstdeliver all incoming messages to the communicator.Communicators are either local to the object beingcustomized or are remote due to the nature of theprotocol itself. Therefore, the indirection is minimalwhen compared to the general cost of communicationin a distributed system.In addition to maud, additional run-time supportwill be needed to support dynamic installation of pro-tocols and the correct use of protocols by clients. Theprotocols needed to enforce the failure-semantics ofthe run-time system may vary between platforms. Wesupport varying failure semantics for the system byimplementing the modules for protocol control as ac-tors. Protocols may then be installed on these com-ponents. The protocols to be used with these com-ponents will be speci�ed for each node in a systeminitialization script.7 DiscussionIn this paper, we have presented the language DILfor use in describing fault-tolerance protocols. UsingDIL, protocols may be installed on individual actors,allowing the speci�cation and implementation of fail-ure semantics on a per-component basis. Construc-tion is simpli�ed by protocols which may be composedwithout adversely a�ecting each other. By describingprotocols orthogonally from applications, applicationdevelopment may be simpli�ed and reusable librariesof protocols may be developed for use with di�erenthardware platforms.Although designed to describe fault-tolerance pro-tocols, DIL should not be confused with other proto-col description languages such as LOTOS [6]. Theselanguages do not address transparency or roles in aprotocol. Instead, their use lies in expressing the con-current behavior involved in communicationprotocols.Thus, this work is orthogonal to the goals and designof DIL.Customization is not unique to DIL. Systems suchas Choices [8] or the x-Kernel [12] support the cus-

tomization of the operating system. However, oper-ating system customization does not allow the per-object speci�cation of failure semantics. Other reec-tive language systems such as ABCL/R [21] or theMuse Operating System [20] do allow the customiza-tion of objects. However, none of these systems areaimed towards fault-tolerant computing. For our pur-poses, they are too general, in some cases requiringreinterpretation of an object's behavior.The work done by Schlichting and Thomas with SR-FT [15] is closest in approach to ours. The languageallows the construction of objects with stronger failuresemantics from objects with less stringent ones. How-ever, SR-FT relies on the general concept of the fail-stop object which limits the type of failure semanticswhich may be enforced. For example, SR-FT wouldnot be suitable for expressing the FIFO ordering pro-tocol or the distributed checkpoint protocol presentedin Section 4.There are some concepts, however, that DIL doesnot describe well. For example, transaction systemsare highly dependent on modi�cation of an applica-tion's code. The items comprising a transaction andthe ability to handle a transaction abort must all bespeci�ed by the application programmer and, there-fore, cannot be speci�ed independently via a DIL pro-tocol. Even in these systems, DIL may be used todescribe the most e�cient commit or recovery strat-egy for a given transaction. Moreover, if special DILmethods similar to out or in were added to signal thebeginning and end of a transaction, transaction pro-grams could then be written with the optimal transac-tion control protocols for a particular platform beingexpressed in DIL.Another area which DIL does not currently supportis real-time constraints. Through the use of timers, aDIL protocol may be constructed to signal an excep-tion if a task does not �nish within a current timebound. However, DIL does not currently present con-structs or an interface to the scheduler for specifyingreal-time constraints.Despite these limitations, we believe the constructsof DIL allow a large class of protocols to be easilydescribed. In the future, we will develop tools forreasoning about protocols. Initial work on reasoningabout a meta-level architecture for communication isdescribed in [19]. We are continuing our work on theprogramming environment for DIL and are develop-ing tools to simplify the composition of protocols andapplications.
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